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GreenLend is an eco-friendly Lending

and Savings protocol built on the

Energy Web and BSC networks.
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Built on:



Introducing
GreenLend

In the current context of economic and environmental crisis, an eco-

friendly DeFi solution is essential.

For months, decentralized finance has been gaining momentum with the

solutions it brings to investors.

Nevertheless, the majority of DeFi dapps are built on energy-intensive

blockchains with high gas fees that have an extremely negative impact on

the environment and on investors' finances. (especially ethereum)

That's why GreenLend aims to make the decentralized finance greener, by

developing a DeFi protocol that provides lending and savings services on

the Energy Web blockchain, a highly scalable network that consumes less

energy than a building.

What is GreenLend?

GreenLend is designing an eco-friendly DeFi protocol providing lending

and savings services on the Energy web blockchain and Binance smart

chain.
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Flash Loans

Lend, earn interest or borrow through the GreenLend protocol. 

What are flash loans?
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Flash loans are the first collateral-free lending option in DeFi, designed to

make it possible to borrow instantly and easily, without the normal amount

of collateral needed. The only stipulation is that liquidity must be returned

to the pool within one transaction block with the addition of fees being

paid for using the tool.

In the event that the borrowed liquidity is not returned in a transaction

block, the entire transaction is reversed to effectively cancel the actions

initiated up to that point. Please note that users will have to pay the cost of

gas in these transactions.

Flash loans are a powerful tool that allows for a variety of DeFi strategies

such as advanced collateral exchange, arbitrage and self-liquidation

protection.



Unlike our main competitors who offer energy-intensive flash loans with

high transaction fees, GreenLend users will be able to take out a flash loan

using a multitude of assets on the market, all while paying low gas fees and

having a drastically reduced ecological impact.

Also, as long as there is liquidity, GreenLend users will be able to use flash

loans with any asset.

In addition, GreenLend will support innovative new token technologies,

such as elastic tokens and synthetic assets, due to its permissionless

nature. This means a much broader spectrum of use cases.

Thanks to the highly scalable energy web network, GreenLend's flash

loans will be much cheaper than one of the most popular flash loan

products on the market today, Aave's running on ethereum.
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Flash Loans

The benefits of GreenLend flash

loans

The Most Cost-Efficient Flash Loans on the Market.



Savings
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Farm $GLend and earn some other crypto-currencies.

GreenLend savings is designed to make $GLend a passive income

generator through the energy web blockchain.

GreenLend Savings will allows optimizing returns through a multi-chain

yield-farming mechanism for GLend token and stable coins farming, with

the highest possible risk-adjusted returns.

To maximize returns, the protocol employs the highest risk-adjusted APY's.

Whereas it leverages the DeFi Score framework to assess and analyze the

dynamics of protocol risks.

GreenLend will provide a user-friendly interface to democratize DeFi-

based farming and make it accessible to all.



The GreenLend
Token (GLend)
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GLend is the native utility token of the GreenLend protocol. The token

will have multiple use cases for governance, platform utility, and much

more. It is initially a BEP20 token but a migration to the Energy Web

blockchain will be done shortly after the launch.

Dual Income Streams

$GLend provides an automatic dual stream of passive income for holders.

 

Inflation pays you, which means that the increased supply of $GLend is

instantly distributed and reflected in the holders balance.

Additionally, a tax and burn mechanism is applied. 

2% of each transaction is instantly and equally split between the $GLend

token holders and a burn.
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The GreenLend
Token (GLend)

Inflation/Deflation Ratio

Inflation is inversely proportional to volume, which means that when

volume is high, the burn rate will exceed the inflation rate, thus reducing

the supply of tokens.

This dual function is a way to naturally encourage trading volume and

control inflation.



GLend Tokenomics

Total supply: 100,000,000 GLend

GLend Presale: 60,000,000 GLend

GLend Liquidity: 20,000,000 GLend (Locked 2 years; 12.5m for

PancakeSwap & 7.5m for CarbonSwap)

GLend Reward pool: 10,000,000 GLend

GLend Development: 10,000,000 GLend (Locked with a 25%

unlock each quarter)
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Presale
60%

Liquidity
20%

Reward
10%

Development
10%

Total reward pool of 10,000,000 $GLEND will be distributed under

incentive programs including yield farming and liquidity pools over a

period of 24 months.
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What is the GLend
DAO?

The GLend DAO is the GreenLend governance protocol, which gives

GLend holders a means of controlling the direction of the ecosystem.

GLend holders are entitled to vote on proposals and select asset available

for flash loans and savings.



Website: www.greenlend.org

mail: info@greenlend.org

Contact
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https://twitter.com/Reserve_Defi?s=09
https://reservedefi.medium.com/
http://reservedefi.com/
https://www.greenlend.org/

